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Building the chassis
The first thing we did was disassemble 
last years karts and get our jig and 
started making the side bars for the 
chassis, we measured up, cut and bent 
up three sides as we had one that 
didn't meet our quality standard, after 
that we bolted in our wheel braces, we 
then built the front bar to join the two 
sides together, we made and welded 
in our centre supports to give the kart 
strength and durability and then we 
could start adding bits to it.



Roll Bars, Engine Mounts and Bumper Bars
After making the main chassis frame we then started to add bits on to make it look like a real kart, We 
made the front bumper by measuring up and bending bits of pipe to get the look we wanted, we then 
made the roll bar and the supports to make it strong and secure. We measured the engine mounts, 
milled them out with the milling machine and then welded them onto the chassis and tested them out 
by putting our engine on and it fitted first try. Lastly we built and bent up our side and rear guards to 
meet the regulations and welded them into place. 



First Assembly to mockup everything
To fit up everything and make sure everything 
is gonna work the way it should we had to 
assemble and mock everything up before we 
paint. We had to cut out our floor and side 
panels and drill all necessary holes needed, 
we had to make a chain guard and attach our 
steering and mount our engine, we built a 
brake bracket and welded that on and also 
attached the seat. We then put on our pedals 
and cables and took it for a test run, Somehow 
the seat got a hole in it and didn't pass the 
test so we had to adjust the seat mounts to be 
able to handle the weight. We then 
disassembled and prepped for paint.



Primer and Paint
To paint our kart we first need to wash our 
kart with turps to clean it thorough to get a 
good base for the paint, we then put on two 
coats of primer on the main kart body and 
seat, we did this by using the air compressor 
and spray gun and used leftover primer from 
previous years. We then waited for that to 
dry and in the meantime used spray cans to 
primer the steering. We then painted the kart 
racing red with the spray gun. Then we 
painted the seat, wheels and steering matt 
black with spray cans and let dry.



Final Assembly
To finish the kart off we needed to 
assemble the kart and put all the bits 
together and add finishing touches. 
We first started by putting on the floor, 
we then mounted on the real axle and 
the steering and wheels to make it a 
rolling chassis, we then put on the 
engine and pedals and all other things 
to make it run. We finished off by 
putting on the front mesh, mudguards, 
side panels and lastly the Ewan Allan 
Honda stickers.



Hours put in to make it a masterpiece are as follows:

Design: 5 hours

Chassis: 10 hours

Manufacturing: 11 hours

Drivetrain/ steering: 20 hours

Welding/engineering classes: 24 hours

Finishing: 10 hours

Total: 80 hours



Cost of the build
Description Estimated Cost Actual Cost

Frame Materials $328.00 $160.00

Wheels, Hubs, Bearings and Tires $400.00 Reused

Engine $450.00 Reused

Fixings $200.00 $54.32

Body Materials $200.00 $125.00

Paint and Primer $100.00 $55.00

Cables $25.00 $22.50

Chain and Links $80.00 $25.00

Other Bits and Bobs $805.10 $32.00

Total Cost $2591.60 $473.82



What we did and did not enjoy
We enjoyed coming down every week and participating in this course and meeting 
new people, we enjoyed working in the workshop and building and designing the 
kart and getting to see the progress on the kart every week as we always came 
home with a smile knowing we were getting shit done, we also enjoyed the smoko 
and lunch breaks. 

However there was other things we would like to improve such as maybe a little 
less paper work and be able to do more shed skids.

We highly recommend this course to all students as it is a great learning 
opportunity and a great experience and was well worth driving to gore each week 
to participate.



Thanks for the memories S.I.T



That's all folks A Huge thanks to Craig and S.I.T for having 
this course available and providing the 
materials, equipment and also the education 
and Jo for driving us down every week, also 
thank you to our sponsors for supplying paint 
and stickers. 


